
Innovative and extremely effective wire round brush for polishing 
oxidized metallic surfaces, titanium-zinc with weathering, old 
soldered connections and materials that are generally difficult to 
solder.

TWISTER effortlessly removes all coatings, 
paints, rust, silicone and even bitumen 
from nearly all metals without clogging 
or smearing!

The TWISTER round brush works 
in a significantly faster and more 
effective manner thanks to a newly 
developed surface processing 
method!

The material is hammered and not 
ground like most conventional brushes!

In contrast to the previous conventional grinding process, the 
bent metal brushes from the TWISTER round brush directly 
hit the surface being treated and “hammer” it until it is 
polished.  Through the short contact with the object and the 

generous arrangement of the individual bristles on 
the soft rubber body, the heat development is 

reduced significantly and a smearing as well 
as clogging of the brush is prevented.

In the shortest amount of time, a rough 
and bright metallic surface 
is created just as with sand 
blasting.This creates the ideal 
prerequisites for adding an 
expert soldered seam.
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Conventional round brushes sweep over the object with  
tightly arranged wire bristle ends. This causes heat, the 
brush clogs and starts to smear. The innovative and signifi-
cantly more open construction of the TWISTER round brush  
results in an impressive cooling effect. The temperature on the  
object and on the brush reduces dramatically. Particles that 
are brushed off do not immediately get stuck in the bristles, 
but rather are brushed away directly. TWISTER does not clog 
or smear thanks to this!

Through the patented design, material can be removed with 
the TWISTER round brush the entire time it is being used with 
full power. 

TWISTER is an aggressive round brush for hard, continuous 
operation with minimal heat development! It works quickly 
and extremely effectively. 

The hardened metal bristles can be easily sharpened  
multiple times. To do this, the TWISTER round brush simply  
has to be held shortly against sandpaper opposite its  
direction of rotation.

The TWISTER round brush replaces grinding discs, conventi-
onal round brushes, sandpaper, hand scrapers and cleaning 
fleece!

Fits to battery-powered screw 
drivers, drills and angle grin-
ders.
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    AN DRACHEN...!?

Technical data and scope of delivery

• The delivery includes an adapter for  
drills and battery-powered screwdrivers

•  Dimensions: Ø 100 mm x 20 mm
•  Max. speed: 3,500 rpm
•  Connection: M14
•  Suitable for all metals except  

for aluminium
•  Corresponds to EN 1083-2


